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We all have heard enough about polystyrene disposables and cutlery items made from Polystyrene.
In fact, we have been using it more and more often than paper cups and plates or reusable dishes.
Let us look at the possible reasons for the popularity of polystyrene food servicing packaging
material.

â€¢	Polystyrene cups consume less energy and resources while manufacturing as compared to the
paper cups. Decreased energy consumption is itself a positive indicator of slowing down global
warming. Isnâ€™t this an excellent way to contribute towards a safer environment? Moreover it is cheap
so it safe for our budget as well.

â€¢	The weight of a polystyrene cup is 2 to 5 less than paper packaging product this is because
Polystyrene foam products are 95 percent air and only five percent polystyrene. This makes them
easy to transport anywhere across the globe. Further, it also reduces the charges of transportation
and hence has been proved cost effective for food and packaging industry.

â€¢	Various municipalities across the globe are using several methods to recycle disposables made us
of polystyrene. This is a complete contrast to paperboard disposables, which in most cases are not
recycled for the simple fact that it is not economical to separate paper and coating. Further,
disposables made using polystyrene only constitutes 1% of the total solid waste anywhere across
the globe.

â€¢	When compared with the reusable dishes, polystyrene cups and plates offer a better and more
sanitized way to serve food products. The obvious fact that polystyrene food serving dishes are
used only once clearly depicts higher chances of preventing the spread of diseases. Unlike reusable
dished, polystyrene cups and plates have no need to be cleaned which may leave the grounds for
bacterial to grow and multiply.

â€¢	Polystyrene cups and plates offer better insulation than any other type of material. Whether you
store a cold beverage or hot snack, it will remain fresh and will also maintain same temperate for
longer duration when packaged used polystyrene. This magical material is also used in the walls to
maintain the temperature of the building.

â€¢	The disposables made of polystyrene also cost a lot cheaper as compared to the ones made of
paper. This helps the restaurant owners maintain effective menu by keeping the food packaging
cost low at considerable end. Due to effective thermal ability of polystyrene packaging, double
cupping or packaging is also avoided hence it again save resources. And it helps in ensuring the
quality of the food because it has no chance of leaching Polystyrene suppliers chemicals into the
food. So use of Polystyrene disposables is overall safer as well as cheaper.

Due to increased interference of polystyrene, a big number of researches are going around the
world to understand its pros and cons. The favorable results are only proving this awesome material
safe, affordable and environmentally responsive. Visit www.polystyrene.uk.com now to order these
safe and easy-to-use disposables.
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